
Probe Survey 2020 Report 5:
Sexual Attitudes and Religion
vs. Science
Steve Cable continues his analysis of Probe’s 2020 survey of
American  religious  views  moving  over  to  consider  their
response  to  sexual  mores  of  today  and  how  they  navigate
religion and science.

The  previous  reports  on  Probe  Survey  2020  were  primarily
focused on religious beliefs and practices. In this report, we
will look at how these beliefs impact Americans as they deal
with  sexual  issues  and  with  navigating  the  relationship
between religion and science. In general, the survey results
confirm  a  continuing  degradation  in  Americans’,  and
particularly Born Agains’, view of sex within a heterosexual
marriage. We find that fewer than one in five Born Again
Protestants affirm a biblical view in this area. On the other
hand, Americans still tend to consider religious views at
least as important as scientific positions in establishing
their beliefs.

American Sexual Attitudes and Behaviors
We  asked  four  questions  regarding  sexual  attitudes  and
behaviors in this survey.

1. Sex among unmarried people is always a mistake: from
Agree Strongly to Disagree Strongly

2. Viewing explicit sexual material in a movie, on the
internet, or some other source is:

a. To be avoided
b.  Acceptable  if  no  one  is  physically  or  emotionally
harmed in them.
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c. A matter of personal choice
d. Not a problem if you enjoy it
e. Don’t know

3.  Living  with  someone  in  a  sexual  relationship  before
marriage:

a.  Might  be  helpful  but  should  be  entered  into  with
caution.
b. Just makes sense in today’s cultural environment.
c. Will have a negative effect on the relationship.
d. Should be avoided as not our best choice as instructed
by God

4. People attracted to same sex relationships are:

a. To be loved and affirmed in their sexual choices.
b. To be avoided as much as possible.
c. To be accepted while hoping they realize there is a
better way.
d. To be loved and told God’s truth regarding our sexual
practices.

First,  let’s  see  how  the  different  religious  affiliations
impact the answers to these questions.

Sex Among Unmarried People
First,  let  us  establish  the  biblical  standard  for  sexual
relations outside of marriage. Is there clear teaching on this
topic? Consider Jesus’ discussion in the Sermon on the Mount
where He said, “You have heard that it was said, ‘Do not
commit adultery.’ But I say to you that whoever looks at a
woman to desire her has already committed adultery with her in
his heart.”{1}

In 1 Thessalonians 4:3, Paul writes, “For this is God’s will:
that  you  become  holy,  that  you  keep  away  from  sexual
immorality.” And then in 1 Peter 2:11, Peter writes, “I urge



you to abstain from the passions of the flesh, which wage war
against  your  soul.”  It  is  very  clear  that  the  biblical
standard calls for all sexual relations to occur within a
marriage between one man and one woman.

Results from the first question are plotted in Figure 1. As
shown, here and in the next three graphs, we will look at

those ages 18 through 29 next to those ages 40 through 55 to
see if there are differences based on age. If there is a trend
or variation seen in the 30 through 39 age group, then that
one is also shown as seen for Born Again Protestants in Figure
1.

The graph shows the older group of Born Again Protestants is
much more likely to Strongly Agree that fornication is always
a mistake than the youngest group, dropping from almost one
half to a little over one quarter, 46% to 29%. Over two thirds
of Younger Born Again Protestants have adopted the common view
of  the  culture  that  sex  and  marriage  are  not  necessarily
related. Note that even among the older group, less than half
of them strongly agree that sex outside of marriage is always
a mistake.

Looking across other religious affiliations, we see that the
vast majority said they Disagreed or Strongly Disagreed with
this statement{2}. They generally believe that sex outside of
marriage  by  unmarried  people  is  not  an  issue.  This  is
particularly true of the Unaffiliated with close to 90% (nine
out of ten) disagreeing.

How have these views changed among born again young adult
individuals over the last decade? Looking at the GSS survey
from 2008, we find that over one in three (37%) Born Again
Christians ages 18 through 29 agree with the statement, “If a
man and woman have sex relations before marriage, I think it
is always wrong.” Now in 2020, we find that over one quarter
(27%) of Born Again Christians agree that it is always wrong.
Although the questions asked were not identical, they are



close  enough  to  indicate  that  the  drop  of  ten  percentage
points is a significant decline in young adult, Born Again
Christians who take a biblical position on sexual activity
outside of marriage.

Pornography.
The second question deals with views on the acceptability
of viewing pornographic material. What does the Bible tell us
about feeding our minds with sexually immoral material? Jesus
tells us in Matthew 15:19, “For out of the heart come evil
ideas,  murder,  adultery,  sexual  immorality,  theft,  false
testimony, slander.” We are warned in 1 Corinthians 6:18,
“Flee sexual immorality! Every sin a person commits is outside
of the body but the immoral person sins against his own body.”
And further in Ephesians 5:3, “But among you there must not be
either sexual immorality, impurity of any kind, or greed, as
these  are  not  fitting  for  the  saints.”  Clearly,  avoiding
sexual  immorality  in  all  forms  includes  avoiding  explicit
sexual material.

The results are shown in Figure 2. Once again, we see that
Born Again Protestants are much more likely to say that we
should avoid exposure to such material. Both the younger group
and  the  older  have  more  than  50%  who  say  it  is  “to  be
avoided.” However, the data also shows over four out of ten
Born Again Protestants believe it is usually okay. Given what
we know about the negative effects of pornography on healthy
living and relationships, this result is surprising.

All  the  other  religious  affiliations  have  only  a  small
percentage of people who think that explicit sexual material
should be avoided. Only about one in five Other Protestants
and Catholics affirm that pornography is to be avoided. Once
again,  the  Unaffiliated  lag  those  affiliated  with  some
religion  having  only  about  one  in  twenty  (5%)  that  think
pornography should be avoided.

For those who are not Born Again Protestants, around 10% to
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20% say that such material is okay if no one is hurt in them.
These people fail to realize that the person being hurt by
these  materials  is  themselves  and  their  loved  ones.  More
surprisingly, the vast majority of these people selected “a
matter of personal choice” or “not a problem if you enjoy it,”
implying  that  if  people  are  shown  being  harmed  in  this
pornographic material, that is perfectly okay if you enjoy it
or want to put up with it.

Living Together Before Marriage
What  does  the  Bible  tell  us  about  living  in  a  sexual
relationship before marriage? In Colossians 3:5, Paul states,
“So put to death whatever in your nature belongs to the earth:
sexual immorality, impurity, shameful passion, evil desire,
and greed which is idolatry.” The current philosophy of “try
before you buy” is popular but totally contrary to biblical
instruction  for  a  rich,  fulfilling  life.  This  philosophy
clearly “belongs to the earth.”

The third question examines views on whether it is a good
thing to live together in a sexual relationship before

committing to marriage. The results are summarized in Figure
3. This is another question where Born Again Protestants show
a significant difference based on age. The older group, 40
through 55, shows almost 60% who say that it should be avoided
as instructed by God. The younger group, 18 through 29, shows
only 40% with the same viewpoint. Across all age ranges only
about  one  half  of  Born  Again  Protestants  say  that  this
practice should be avoided. So, even among this group, over
half believe that it is okay and might be helpful.

Once again, this question reveals a stark difference between
Born Again Protestants and all other religious affiliations.
Other  Christian  groups  show  much  fewer  than  one  in  five
adherents who believe this practice should be avoided. And we
see the Unaffiliated lead the other viewpoint, with about nine
out of ten of them saying the practice “might be helpful” or



“makes sense in today’s culture.”

Same Sex Relationships.

The fourth question deals with how people react toward those
who profess to have a sexual attraction towards those of the
same  gender.  What  does  the  Bible  say  about  same  sex
relationships?  Let’s  consider  the  instruction  from  1
Corinthians  6:9b-11,  “Do  not  be  deceived!  The  sexually
immoral, idolators, adulterers, passive homosexual partners,
practicing homosexuals, thieves, the greedy, drunkards, the
verbally abusive, and swindlers will not inherit the kingdom
of God. Some of you once lived this way. But you were washed,
you were sanctified, you were justified in the name of the
Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of our God.”

The verse above tells us two things. First, that someone
who is given over to homosexual activity (like those given
over to idolatry, sexual immorality, and greed) are not true
followers of Christ. Even in Paul’s era, many were apparently
saying they would inherit the kingdom of God and so Paul
begins the statement by saying “Do not be deceived.” But it
also clearly states that such a one can be washed, sanctified
and justified in Jesus Christ. As Christians, we should love
them and tell them the truth that God has a better way for
their life.

Note that our question does not distinguish between those
experiencing same sex attraction and those actively involved
in living out their attraction through homosexual activity.
Both categories of people need to be loved and told the truth.

The results for this question are summarized in Figure 4. As
shown, we see some difference based on age for Born Again
Protestants.  However,  it  is  not  as  pronounced  as  for  the
question on fornication above. Looked at as a group between
age 18 and 55, less than one half of Born Again Protestants
selected loving them and telling them what the Bible says



about homosexual practices.

Once again, all other groups are much less likely to take a
biblical position. However, when we add in the answer about
“accepting them while hoping they find a better way’, the
other  religious  groups  (excluding  the  Unaffiliated)  show
almost four in ten who desire them to find a better way.

Note that Other Protestants are most likely at 20% (about one
out of five) to say they would try to avoid people attracted
to the same gender.

Combining Questions for Born Again Protestants.

How many Born Again Protestants take a clear biblical view of
all four questions concerning sexual attitudes and behaviors?
Results are shown in the adjacent chart. The chart begins with
results by age for the first question concerning fornication.
As you move to the right, additional questions are added to
the questions already addressed to the left. Thus, the bars on
the right include those who took a biblical position on all
four of the questions.

Clearly, ones in the older group are more likely to take a
biblical view on sexual behavior. In fact, on the far

right, we see that those 40 to 55 are twice as likely as those
18 to 29 to hold to a biblical view. However, more important,
is that over 80% of the younger ages and over 75% of the
oldest ages do not hold to a biblical view on these combined
topics regarding sexual behavior.

To understand how disturbing these results should be, consider
Born Again Christians with a biblical view on sexuality as a
percentage of the entire United States population. The results
are 2% for 18 through 29, 3% for 30 through 39, and a whopping
6% for 40 through 55. In other words, a slim remnant of adults
in America hold to a biblical view of sexuality. A secular
view promoting no relationship between sexual behavior and
marriage and no limits on satisfying one’s lusts currently



dominates our national thinking.

Don’t Do What You Say You Will Do.

We will address this topic more fully under Topic 10 but it is
relevant to thinking about the Combining Question topic above.
We asked this question:

When you are faced with a personal moral choice, which one of
the following statements best describes how you will most
likely decide what to do?

One of the answer choices is “Do what biblical principles
teach.”

Almost half (47%) of Born Again Protestant young adults (18
through 39) selected that answer. They would follow biblical
principles in making moral decisions. Yet as just seen, only
about  15%  of  Born  Again  Protestant  young  adults  selected
biblical principles on all four questions regarding sexual
behaviors.

Although we can’t be certain, it appears that many Born Again
Protestant young adults either don’t know what topics are
covered under moral choices OR they don’t know what biblical
principles teach OR both. Clearly, almost half of Born Again
Protestant young adults think that they are choosing to think
biblically  about  moral  choices,  but  most  of  them  are  not
living the way they think they are.

Responding to These Results on Sexual Attitudes

All of the results presented above show that a large majority
of young adult, Born Again Protestants do not adhere to a
biblical position on topics related to sexual morality. The
data also shows that when Born Again Protestants enter the
world  of  higher  education  and  secular  careers,  they  are
surrounded by an even greater majority of people who believe
that pretty much anything is acceptable in the area of sexual



relations. Among other conclusions, we can be sure that these
two data points tell us that while young adults were involved
in church as teenagers, they were not adequately taught the
basics of Christian doctrine in the area of sexuality and did
not  receive  a  good  explanation  as  to  why  the  Christian
attitudes are much, much better than the free license rampant
in our society today.

Christian teaching on sexuality must occur more frequently
from the pulpit, in bible studies, in small group times. If we
think  that  parents  as  the  only  source  of  information  are
sufficient to set up young Christians to be an example of
godly sexuality, the data says “not so fast.” However, we do
not  equip  parents  to  discuss  these  matters  with  their
children.  We  cannot  allow  their  peers  to  set  the  bar  on
acceptable behavior.

American Attitudes Concerning Science and
Religion
We included three questions probing people’s views on the
relationship between science and religion. The first question
relates to any apparent conflicts between current scientific
theories and their beliefs based on their religion. From the
answers,  one  can  tell  whether  the  respondent  puts  more
credence in current scientific theories or in their religious
beliefs. The question is:

Question #1: When apparent conflicts appear between science
and religious teachings, one should:

1. Ignore science, accepting that when science learns more
it will agree with your
religion.

2. Examine your religious teachings to determine if the
scriptures are in conflict or it
is just someone’s interpretation of the scriptures that



conflict.

3.  Change  your  religious  views  to  align  with  current
scientific views.

4. Abandon your religion as being false.

The first two answers are consistent with a Basic/Enhanced
Biblical  Worldview,  reflecting  1)  a  view  that  their
scripture is informed by a higher source of truth than simple
science  can  draw  upon,  2)  a  recognition  that  generally
accepted scientific viewpoints have often changed over time,
and 3) on the type of scientific questions being addressed
here, there are in most cases a variety of theories supported
by different groups of scientists. The second answer includes
the  possibility  that  the  person’s  holy  scriptures  do  not
directly address the topic at hand, but that some religious
leaders  have  inferred  a  position  on  the  topic  from  their
interpretation of scriptures.

The second two answers, i.e. 3 and 4, reflect a view that
scientific  teaching  communicates  truth  that  religious
teachings are unable to counter. The third answer results in a
religious viewpoint that will vary over time as scientific
ideas gain or fall out of favor in the scientific community.

As shown in the figure, the majority of American young adults
do  not  accept  that  science  is  infallible  (by  supporting
answers 3 or 4). Less than 10% of Born Again Protestants
selected  one  of  these  answers.  And  even  among  the
Unaffiliated, less than half of them selected an answer where
scientific theories trump other sources of beliefs.

At the same time, those who selected a view that ignores
science all together (answer 1) were a small minority as well.
Less than one in five (20%) of the Born Again Protestants and
slightly over one out of ten for the other religious groups.

So  well  over  50%  of  all  religious  groups  selected  answer



number 2, showing a willingness to go against science but also
a desire to meld the views of science into their religious
views. We did not ask a follow up question as to what they
would do if they determined there was an unresolvable conflict
with the current position supported by most scientists. There
are not many unresolvable conflicts if one is willing to adopt
a position supported by a reputable minority of scientists,
e.g. intelligent design.

Question #2: My understanding of human origins is the result
of:

1. Using the Bible alone with no regard for the findings of
science.

2. Using science to better understand what the Bible teaches
us about origins.

3. Not sure

4.  Accepting  a  completely  naturalistic  view,  i.e.  no
intelligence involved in the process.

Note these answers follow a similar pattern to those of the
first question, but now they are applied to a specific

question where many people assume there is no meeting ground
between science and religion.

The answers are shown in the adjacent graph. On this more
specific question, the percentage of each religious group that
is going to look at the Bible alone for their understanding
hovers around 30% for all religious groups but plummets to
under 8% for the Unaffiliated.

Conversely, only the Unaffiliated show more than three out of
ten who “accept a completely naturalistic view” (choice #4).
Born Again Protestants show only about one out of eight who
select such a view. This result is amazing given the concerted
push by some educators to force our students to accept a



completely  naturalistic  view  of  creation.  However  it  is
consistent  with  the  current  state  of  the  research  on  the
origins of man, including new reports from 2021.{3}

The majority for each group of people selected “Not sure” or
said they would use science to help them better understand
what the Bible teaches.

Question #3: All real scientists believe that science is the
only source of real truth.

The potential answers ranged from Strongly agree to Strongly
disagree and included Neither agree or disagree.

First note that if we strictly define real scientists as
individuals meeting these qualifications—1) a Ph.D. in a
scientific field, 2) actively involved in the field, and 3)
published in reputable scientific journals—we will find many
scientists who agree that there are other sources of truth
outside of science. So, we can say with confidence that the
statement in question #3 is objectively, verifiably not true.
However, there are certainly some believers in scientism [the
belief that science is the only way to know ultimate truth]
who claim the statement is true. They accomplish this trick by
claiming that anyone who does not believe that science is the
only source of real truth cannot by definition be a real
scientist.{4} In other words, they use circular reasoning.

But there is certainly a movement to instill scientism as the
favored  viewpoint  in  society.{5}  How  successful  are  these
proponents of scientism? Looking at the answer shown in the
adjacent chart will throw some light on this question.

We  would  like  to  see  the  answer:  Strongly  Disagree.  This
answer aligns with the objective truth discussed above. But
what we find is that only one out of five (20%) of Born Again
Protestants profess this view. Among Other Protestants and
Catholics only about one out of twenty (5%) profess this view.
Adding some uncertainty by adding those who say they Disagree,



increases those amounts to two out of five (40%) for Born
Again  Protestants  and  one  out  of  five  (20%)  for  Other
Protestants  and  Catholics.

Those who agree with the statement range from one out of four
(25%) Born Again Protestants up to nearly one half (almost
50%)  of  Other  Protestants  and  Catholics.  Clearly,  the
proponents of scientism have done a good job of skewing our
understanding of who scientists are and what they believe.

Combining the Questions

What  do  the  results  look  like  when  we  combine  these
questions? In our opinion, there are a number of different

answers that could be consistent with a biblical worldview.
Starting  with  the  strictest  view  of  relying  on  the  Bible
rather than science and then adding in those who would look at
the results from science to obtain a clearer understanding of
what the Bible teaches or those areas where the Bible is
silent. Then, we add in their view on scientism which as
already discussed is demonstrated by a long list of scientists
who  disagree  to  be  false,  thus  being  a  source  of  strong
disagreement.

The results from this comparison are shown in the adjacent
figure. The first thing to notice is that the percentage of
Born Again Protestants who take a more fundamental position,
i.e. science should be ignored as a source of information, is
low for one question and goes down to only a few percentage
points when all three questions are combined.

The right hand side of the chart considers all combinations of
answers that reflect a commitment to biblical truth above
current scientific theories combined with a willingness to
consider what science has to offer. As shown, the combination
of the first two questions has a large percent of Born Again
Protestants, ranging from 55% for the youngest age group and
growing to over 65% for the older age group. Since only a



minority of Born Again Protestants stated Strongly Disagree
that all scientists are adherents of scientism, when we add
that question to the mix on the far right, we see less than
one in five take a Biblical position on all three.

Effect of a Basic Biblical Worldview.

A natural question to ask is, “Does having a Basic Biblical
Worldview correlate with having a biblical view on these
science issues?” We can look at this question by comparing
Born Again Protestants with a Basic Biblical Worldview with
Born Again Protestants without a Basic BWV. The results are
shown in the adjacent figure.

At a top level, we can see a correlation between a Basic
Biblical  Worldview  and  a  biblical  understanding  of  the
relationship  with  science.  This  correlation  appears  to  be
strongest with those ages 18 through 29. We see that those
with a Basic Biblical Worldview are about twice as likely to
have a biblical view on all three of the questions related to
science.

Responding to These Results on Science and Religion

As we can see from the first two science questions above, the
majority of Americans do not buy into the idea that the only
real  source  of  truth  is  science.  They  don’t  believe  that
scientific positions automatically take precedence over their
religious beliefs. Perhaps one factor supporting this stance
is an understanding that scientific hypotheses and positions
have changed fairly often over the years, particularly in the
areas of the origin of life and the role of evolutionary
processes on our current bounty of life forms. Certainly, it
is not the public school system which has attempted to promote
concepts which current day scientists studying the field do
not support.

However, Americans do have a skewed view of scientism, with a
vast majority believing that all real scientists support this



religious concept. This position is a little surprising given
that the view is demonstrably false.

In one area, sexual behavior, even American Christians have
thrown out the teaching of the Bible. At the same time, they
are resisting the call to make science the ultimate source of
truth.

Notes

1. Matthew 5:27-28
2. There is also a small number of those answering Don’t Know
included in the number of those who do not state that they
Strongly Agree or Agree Somewhat with the statement.
3. In March, Nobel Prize-winning physicist Brian Josephson
declared that “intelligent design is valid science.” In April,
researchers  writing  in  the  journal  Current  Biology  asked
whether Darwin’s “tree of life” should “be abandoned.”
4. See for example: Daniel Dennett, Breaking the Spell, 2006.
5. See for example the book by J. P. Moreland, Scientism and
Secularism, 2018.
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Adultery
Staggering numbers of people are engaged in adultery, and
grievously, this includes the church. Kerby Anderson explores
several myths about adultery and offers sound suggestions for
preventing adultery by meeting spouses’ needs.

 This article is also available in Spanish.
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Adultery and Society
The seventh commandment says “Thou shalt not commit adultery.”
Nevertheless, this sin has been committed throughout history.
Today, though, adultery seems more rampant than ever. While
tabloid  stories  report  the  affairs  of  politicians,
millionaires,  and  movie  stars,  films  like  “The  English
Patient,” “The Prince of Tides,” or “The Bridges of Madison
County” feature and even promote adultery.

How prevalent is adultery? Two of the most reliable studies
come  to  similar  conclusions.  The  Janus  Report  on  Sexual
Behavior estimates that “More than one-third of men and one-
quarter of women admit having had at least one extramarital
sexual  experience.”{1}  A  survey  by  the  National  Opinion
Research  Center  (University  of  Chicago)  found  lower
percentages: 25 percent of men had been unfaithful and 17
percent of women. Even when these lower ratios are applied to
the current adult population, that means that some 19 million
husbands and 12 million wives have had an affair.{2}

Whatever the actual numbers, the point to be made is that
adultery is much more common than we would like to admit.
Family  therapist  and  psychiatrist  Frank  Pittman  believes
“There may be as many acts of infidelity in our society as
there are traffic accidents.”{3} He further argues that the
fact  that  adultery  has  become  commonplace  has  altered
society’s perception of it. He says, “We won’t go back to the
times when adulterers were put in the stocks and publicly
humiliated, or become one of those societies and there are
many in which adultery is punishable by death. Society in any
case is unable to enforce a rule that the majority of people
break,  and  infidelity  is  so  common  it  is  no  longer
deviant.”{4}

Perhaps you are thinking, “This is just a problem with non-
Christians in society. It can’t be a problem in the church.
Certainly the moral standards of Christians are higher.” Well,



there is growing evidence that adultery is also a problem in
Christian circles. An article in a 1997 issue of Newsweek
magazine noted that various surveys suggest that as many as 30
percent  of  male  Protestant  ministers  have  had  sexual
relationships  with  women  other  than  their  wives.{5}

The Journal of Pastoral Care in 1993 reported a survey of
Southern Baptist pastors in which 14 percent acknowledged they
had engaged in “sexual behavior inappropriate to a minister.”
It also reported that 70 percent had counseled at least one
woman who had had intercourse with another minister.

A 1988 survey of nearly 1000 Protestant clergy by Leadership
magazine  found  that  of  the  300  pastors  who  responded,  12
percent admitted to sexual intercourse outside of marriage,
and that 23 percent had done something sexually inappropriate
with someone other than their spouse. The researchers also
interviewed nearly 1000 subscribers to Christianity Today who
were not pastors. They found the numbers were nearly double:
45  percent  indicated  having  done  something  sexually
inappropriate,  and  23  percent  having  extramarital
intercourse.{6}

Adultery is in society and is now in the church. Next, we’ll
look at some of the myths surrounding extramarital affairs.

Myths About Adultery
Marital infidelity destroys marriages and families and often
leads  to  divorce.  Public  sentiment  against  adultery  is
actually very strong as approximately eight out of ten of
Americans disapprove of adultery.{7}

Yet even though most people consider adultery to be wrong and
know that it can be devastating, our society still perpetuates
a  number  of  untruths  about  adultery  through  a  popular
mythology about extramarital affairs. At this point we want to
examine some of the myths about adultery.



Myth #1: “Adultery is about sex.” Often just the opposite
seems the case. When a sexual affair is uncovered, observers
often say, “What did he see in her?” or “What did she see in
him?” Frequently the sex is better at home, and the marriage
partner is at least as attractive as the adulterous partner.

Being pretty, handsome, or sensual is usually not the major
issue. Partners in affairs are not usually chosen because they
are prettier, more handsome, or sexier. They are chosen for
various sorts of strange and nonsexual reasons. Usually the
other woman or the other man in an adulterous relationship
meets needs the spouse does not meet in the marriage. Dr.
Willard Harley lists five primary needs for a man and five
primary needs for a women in his book His Needs, Her Needs:
Building  an  Affair-Proof  Marriage.  He  believes  that  unmet
needs, by either partner, are a primary cause of extramarital
affairs.  He  has  also  found  that  people  wander  into  these
affairs  with  astonishing  regularity,  in  spite  of  whatever
strong moral or religious convictions they may hold. A lack of
fulfillment in one of these basic emotional areas creates a
dangerous vacuum in a person’s life. And, unfortunately, many
will eventually fill that need outside of marriage.

Frank Pittman, author of the book Private Lies: Infidelity and
the Betrayal of Intimacy, found in his own personal study that
many of his patients who had affairs had a good sex life, but
came from marriages with little or no intimacy. He concluded
that, “Affairs were thus three times more likely to be the
pursuit of a buddy than the pursuit of a better orgasm.”{8}

Sex may not be involved in some affairs. The relationship may
be merely an emotional liaison. Counselor Bonnie Weil warns
that these so-called “affairs of the heart can be even more
treacherous  than  the  purely  physical  kind.  Women,
particularly, are inclined to leave their husbands when they
feel a strong emotional bond with another man.”{9}

Myth #2: “Adultery is about character.” In the past, society



looked down on alcoholics as having weak character because of
their  problem.  Now  we  see  it  as  an  addiction  or  even  a
disease. While that doesn’t excuse the behavior, we can see
that can’t be merely labeled as bad character.

There  is  growing  psychological  evidence  that  adulterous
behavior in parents dramatically affects children when they
reach adulthood. Just as divorce in a family influences the
likelihood  of  the  adult  children  to  consider  divorce,
adulterous behavior by parents seems to beget similar behavior
by  their  offspring.  Is  this  not  one  more  example  of  the
biblical  teaching  that  the  sins  of  one  generation  being
visited upon the next?

Myth #3: “Adultery is therapeutic.” Some of the psychology
books and women’s magazines circulating through our culture
promote extra-marital affairs as positive. This myth that an
affair  can  revive  a  dull  marriage  is  a  devastating  lie.
Depending on which source you are reading, an affair will:
make you a better lover, help you with your mid-life crisis,
bring joy into your life, or even bring excitement back into
your marriage. Nothing could be further from the truth. An
affair might give you more sex, but it could also give you a
sexually transmitted disease. It might bring your marriage
more  excitement,  if  you  consider  divorce  court  exciting.
Remember that adultery results in divorce 65 percent of the
time.  “For  most  people  and  most  marriages,  infidelity  is
dangerous.”{10}

Myth #4: “Adultery is harmless.” Movies are just one venue in
which  adultery  has  been  promoted  positively.  The  English
Patient  received  twelve  Oscar  nominations  including  best
picture  of  the  year  for  its  depiction  of  an  adulterous
relationship between a handsome count and the English-born
wife of his colleague. The Bridges of Madison County relates
the story of an Iowa farmer’s wife who has a brief extra-
marital affair with a National Geographic photographer that
supposedly  helped  re-energize  her  marriage.  The  Prince  of



Tides received seven Oscar nominations and shows a married
therapist bedding down her also-married patient.

Notice the euphemisms society has developed over the years to
excuse or soften the perception of adultery. Many are not
repeatable,  but  ones  that  are  include:  fooling  around,
sleeping around, flings, affairs, and dalliances. These and
many  other  phrases  perpetuate  the  notion  the  adultery  is
guilt-free and hurts no one. Some have even suggested that
it’s just a recreational activity like playing softball or
going to the movies. Well, don’t pass the popcorn, please.

Forbidden sex is an addiction that can–and usually does–have
devastating  consequences  to  an  individual  and  a  family.
Adultery shatters trust, intimacy, and self-esteem. It breaks
up families, ruins careers, and leaves a trail of pain and
destruction in its path. This potential legacy of emotional
pain for one’s children should be enough to make a person stop
and count the costs before it’s too late.

Even  when  affairs  are  never  exposed,  emotional  costs  are
involved. For example,adulterous mates deprive their spouses
of energy and intimacy that should go into the marriage. They
deceive their marriage partners and become dishonest about
their  feelings  and  actions.  As  Frank  Pittman  says,  “The
infidelity is not in the sex, necessarily, but in the secrecy.
It isn’t whom you lie with. It’s whom you lie to.”{11} 1

Myth #5: “Adultery has to end in divorce.” Only about 35
percent of couples remain together after the discovery of an
adulterous  affair;  the  other  65  percent  divorce.  Perhaps
nothing can destroy a marriage faster than marital infidelity.

The good news is that it doesn’t have to be that way. One
counselor claims that 98 percent of the couples she treats
remain together after counseling. Granted this success rate is
not easy to achieve and requires immediate moral choices and
forgiveness, but it does demonstrate that adultery does not



have to end in divorce.

Preventing Adultery: Her Needs
How  can  a  couple  prevent  adultery?  Dr.
Willard Harley in his book His Needs, Her
Needs:  Building  an  Affair-Proof  Marriage
provides some answers. He has found that
marriages  that  fail  to  meet  a  spouse’s
needs  are  more  vulnerable  to  an
extramarital affair. Often the failure of
men and women to meet each other’s needs is
due to a lack of knowledge rather than a selfish unwillingness
to be considerate. Meeting these needs is critically important
because in marriages that fail to meet needs, it is striking
and alarming how consistently married people seek to satisfy
their unmet needs through an extramarital affair. If any of a
spouse’s five basic needs goes unmet, that spouse becomes
vulnerable to the temptation of an affair.

First, let’s look at the five needs of a wife. The first need
is for affection. To most women affection symbolizes security,
protection, comfort, and approval. When a husband shows his
wife affection, he sends the following messages: (1) I’ll take
care of you and protect you; (2) I’m concerned about the
problems you face, and I am with you; (3) I think you’ve done
a good job, and I’m so proud of you.

Men  need  to  understand  how  strongly  women  need  these
affirmations. For the typical wife, there can hardly be enough
of them. A hug can communicate all of the affirmations of the
previous paragraph. But, affection can be shown in many ways
such as: kisses, cards, flowers, dinners out, opening the car
door, holding hands, walks after dinner, back rubs, phone
calls–there are a thousand ways to say “I love you.” From a
woman’s point of view, affection is the essential cement of
her relationship with a man.



The second need is conversation. Wives need their husbands to
talk to them and to listen to them; they need lots of two-way
conversation. In their dating life prior to marriage, most
couples  spent  time  time  showing  each  other  affection  and
talking. This shouldn’t be dropped after the wedding. When two
people get married, each partner has a right to expect the
same loving care and attention that prevailed during courtship
to continue after the wedding. The man who takes time to talk
to a woman will have an inside track to her heart.

The third need is honesty and openness. A wife needs to trust
her husband totally. A sense of security is the common thread
woven through all of a woman’s five basic needs. If a husband
does not keep up honest and open communication with his wife,
he undermines her trust and eventually destroys her security.
To feel secure, a wife must trust her husband to give her
accurate information about his past, the present, and the
future. If she can’t trust the signals he sends, she has no
foundation on which to build a solid relationship. Instead of
adjusting to him, she always feels off balance; instead of
growing toward him, she grows away from him.

Financial commitment is a fourth need a wife experiences. She
needs enough money to live comfortably: she needs financial
support. No matter how successful a career a woman might have,
she usually wants her husband to earn enough money to allow
her to feel supported and to feel cared for.

The fifth need is family commitment. A wife needs her husband
to be a good father and have a family commitment. The vast
majority of women who get married have a powerful instinct to
create a home and have children. Above all, wives want their
husbands to take a leadership role in the family and to commit
themselves to the moral and educational development of their
children.



Preventing Adultery: His Needs
Now, let’s look at the five needs husbands have. The first is
sexual fulfillment. The typical wife doesn’t understand her
husband’s deep need for sex anymore than the typical husband
understands his wife’s deep need for affection. But these two
ingredients  can  work  very  closely  together  in  a  happy,
fulfilled marriage. Sex can come naturally and often, if there
is enough affection.

The second need for a man is recreational companionship. He
needs her to be his playmate. It is not uncommon for women,
when they are single, to join men in pursuing their interests.
They find themselves hunting, fishing, playing football, and
watching sports and movies they would never have chosen on
their own.

After marriage wives often try to interest their husbands in
activities more to their own liking. If their attempts fail,
they  may  encourage  their  husbands  to  continue  their
recreational activities without them. But this option is very
dangerous  to  a  marriage,  because  men  place  surprising
importance on having their wives as recreational companions.
Among the five basic male needs, spending recreational time
with his wife is second only to sex for the typical husband.

A husband’s third need is an attractive spouse. A man needs a
wife who looks good to him. Dr. Harley states that in sexual
relationships most men find it nearly impossible to appreciate
a woman for her inner qualities alone–there must be more. A
man’s need for physical attractiveness in a mate is profound.

The fourth need for a man is domestic support. He needs peace
and quiet. So deep is a husband’s need for domestic support
from his wife that he often fantasizes about how she will
greet him lovingly and pleasantly at the door, about well-
behaved children who likewise act glad to see him and welcome
him to the comfort of a well-maintained home.



The fantasy continues as his wife urges him to sit down and
relax before taking part in a tasty dinner. Later the family
goes out for an evening stroll, and he returns to put the
children to bed with no hassle or fuss. Then he and his wife
relax, talk together, and perhaps watch a little television
until they retire at a reasonable hour to love each other.
Wives may chuckle at this scenario, but this vision is quite
common in the fantasy lives of many men. The male need for his
wife to “take care of things”–especially him–is widespread,
persistent, and deep.

The fifth need is admiration. He needs her to be proud of him.
Wives need to learn how to express the admiration they already
feel for their husbands instead of pressuring them to greater
achievements. Honest admiration is a great motivator for men.
When a woman tells a man she thinks he’s wonderful, that
inspires  him  to  achieve  more.  He  sees  himself  capable  of
handling new responsibilities and perfecting skills far above
those of his present level.

If any of a spouse’s five basic needs go unmet, that person
becomes vulnerable to the temptation of an affair. Therefore,
the best way to prevent adultery is to meet the needs of your
spouse and make your marriage strong.
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When to Break a Promise
Oct. 11, 2011

An important part of integrity is keeping one’s word. But are
there times when breaking a promise is the right thing to do?
I think so. And I think God is honored when we do.

We need to make a distinction between giving our word on a
legitimate  matter—such  as  wedding  vows,  signing  a  legal
contract, or even promising to bake six dozen cookies for the
PTA bake sale—and making promises that are foolish or sinful
in the first place.

I  know  a  number  of  women  struggling  to  disengage  from
emotionally  dependent  relationships  with  other  women.
Emotional  dependency  is  putting  all  your  emotional  and
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relational  eggs  in  another’s  basket,  so  to  speak—needing
another’s attention, affection and approval as desperately as
a baby needs her mama. Making huge promises is part of the
manipulative glue that holds these relationships together: “I
will always be here for you.” “I will always take your calls
and return your texts.” “I’ve never loved another like I love
you and I always will.” “I will never hurt you.”

When  women  come  to  the  point  of  recognizing  these
relationships are not God’s intention for either of them, they
often struggle with their promises as if they were inviolate
and carved in stone. Yet the bigger issue—which they need help
to see because brokenness keeps us bound up in blindness—is
that keeping some promises means sinning against God. In that
case, obedience to God is the better choice, even if it means
breaking a promise that never should have been made in the
first place.

In that case, the right thing to do is repent of making the
promise, confess it as sin, and turn in obedient trust to God,
depending on Him for help in the painful process.

Recently, a friend who is getting help extricating herself
from a sinful relationship told one of her helpers, “But when
my friend comes over to help me get out of bed in the morning
because I’m depressed, I would be an awful person if she drove
all the way over here and I didn’t answer the door and let her
in.”  The  helper  wisely  responded,  “You’re  concerned  about
being an awful person for not answering the door, but you’re
in  a  relationship  with  a  married  woman!  What  about  the
adultery? Which one is the sin?”

Sometimes,  we  make  promises  we  shouldn’t  make  because  we
didn’t check first with God. Many years ago, our church choir
director arranged a day-long seminar with a very wise man. One
thing he said stopped me in my tracks: “Why are you here? The
need is not the call; the call is the call. If God did not
call you to this ministry, then you’re not available for what



He wants you to be doing.” I realized I had never asked the
Lord if He wanted me to sing in the choir, and when I asked,
He said no. Embarrassed, I tendered my resignation so that I’d
be available for the “something else” that He actually wanted
me  to  do—which,  it  turns  out,  was  teaching  women’s  Bible
study. Both the women in the study and the other singers in
the choir can testify that I am a far better teacher than
singer!

Are there promises you should break so you can say “yes” to
God instead?

This blog post originally appeared at
blogs.bible.org/tapestry/sue_bohlin/when_to_break_a_promise

“Should a Husband Divorce His
Unfaithful Wife?”
Hi, Greetings in Jesus name, I would like to know what the
Bible teaches about when a wife is having sex with other men.
What should the husband do in this case—should he divorce her
and remarry? Will that be a sin in the sight of God according
to the Bible?

Wow.  There’s  a  lot  of  pain  and  anger  connected  to  the
situation  that  would  result  in  asking  this  question!  I’m
sorry.

I do realize that some women are driven by such relational and
sexual brokenness that their pathological pursuit of sexual
partners outside the marriage indicates something is terribly
wrong and needs attention. Telling such a woman, “Stop it!”
will not have much of an impact. There’s much more going on.
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But because God created women to be so relational, and because
we long for safety and security in our relationships, if a
wife is having sex with other men, that is not the norm.
Something is driving her to do that, and I would want to know
what it is. Since the second greatest commandment is to love
our neighbor as ourselves (Mark 12:31), we need to pass your
question through the filter of love: what is the most loving
response to this situation?

Because I am a wife, and because I know how much my heart,
like most other women, longs to be loved and respected and
cherished by my husband, my question is, “Why is this lady
going outside her marriage for sex?” I wonder how her husband
is treating her. A woman who feels cherished and respected and
valued by her husband usually does not have any interest in
going to other men for attention, affection and affirmation.

There is obviously conflict here, and the Bible instructs us
how to resolve conflict in God-honoring and people-honoring
ways. First, it is always up to us to examine ourselves for
our role in the conflict. “Why do you look at the speck that
is in your brother’s eye, but do not notice the log that is in
your own eye?” (Matthew 7:3) So I would counsel the husband to
ask himself, “What have I done to drive my wife to the arms of
other  men?  Have  I  loved  her  as  Christ  loves  the  church,
sacrificially? What part have my attitudes and choices played
in what my wife has done?” Since there is a good chance that
he has a blind spot about this, it would be wise to ask others
who know the couple for their honest input: “Have you seen
anything in me that is less than loving and kind toward my
wife?”  Whatever  the  answer  is,  the  husband  needs  to
acknowledge  it,  confess  it  to  his  wife,  and  ask  her
forgiveness—as well as change his ways of relating to her.

The next step of biblical conflict resolution is to talk to
the other person in private. “If your brother sins, go and
show him his fault in private; if he listens to you, you have
won your brother” (Matt 18:15). This would mean a private



husband-wife conversation where the husband talks to his wife
about her sin, leading off with taking responsibility for any
part he has played. It would be appropriate to share how her
choices have deeply hurt him and ask her to stop and repent of
her sin.

The  third  step,  if  the  offender  will  not  repent,  is  to
escalate the conflict to involve others. “But if he does not
listen to you, take one or two more with you, so that by the
mouth of two or three witnesses every face my be confirmed”
(Matthew 18:16). This would mean bringing the situation into
the light with others who are “doing life” with the couple.

The fourth step is to broaden the scope of the conflict to the
larger community. “If he refuses to listen to them, tell it to
the church; and if he refuses to listen even to the church,
let him be to you as a Gentile and a tax collector” (Matthew
18:17).

If a husband has gone through all the steps of godly, biblical
conflict resolution, and his wife is still hard-hearted and
will not repent, then he does have the option of divorcing
her. Jesus did give that option, but note the role of hard
hearts in His teaching on divorce: “He said to them, ‘Because
of your hardness of heart Moses permitted you to divorce your
wives; but from the beginning it has not been this way. And I
say to you, whoever divorces his wife, except for immorality,
and marries another woman commits adultery'” (Matthew 19:8-9).
I find it interesting in view of your question about a man
possibly  divorcing  his  wife,  that  Jesus  ascribes  hard-
heartedness to the men seeking divorce. Of course some women
are hard-hearted and unrepentant, but I’d be interested in
asking the unfaithful wife, “Why are you doing this? Tell me
about your relationship with your husband. Do you feel safe,
secure, respected and loved? Do his eyes light up when you
enter a room? Do you feel God’s love for you through your
husband? What are you looking for in other men that you’re not
getting from your husband?”



Finally, you asked about remarriage. According to the Matthew
19 passage, it does appear that a husband whose wife was
unfaithful has the freedom in the Lord to remarry without it
being adultery for him. But I earnestly want to impress on you
that what would far more please and glorify God is to find the
reasons for the broken relationship and repair it with the
glue of grace and forgiveness. Ephesians 5:9-10 exhorts us to
“live as children of light and find out what pleases the
Lord.” Reconciliation pleases the Lord, and that is far more
important than what a spouse is technically allowed to do in
the wake of unfaithfulness.

I hope you find this helpful.

Sue Bohlin

© 2010 Probe Ministries

“Can  I  Divorce  My  Bipolar
Wife for Cheating Unawares?”
My wife is bipolar. I have read that someone with this disease
can have a sexual encounter and not remember it. If this is so
and I find out, could I divorce her for adultery or cheating?

This is difficult situation, and you have my sympathy. It’s
hard to live with the extreme mood swings of someone with
bipolar disorder (also known as manic depression). But it’s
even harder to BE that person, I assure you!

When people experience blackouts during manic episodes, they
are not in control. Their mental illness is in control. Like
those with Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID, formerly known
as multiple personality disorder), they can discover that they
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did things they would never have chosen if they were in their
“right mind.” A dear friend of mine tells me that one of her
“alters” (personalities) was a smoker although she was not.
She would just find the cigarette butts and wonder why the car
smelled like smoke!

This means that if you learn your wife had a sexual encounter
that she did not choose and does not remember, it would be
unfair and unloving to hold it against her.

Do you remember the part of your wedding vows that says, “in
sickness and in health”? Your wife has a sickness. If she got
cancer, would you divorce her for not being healthy? If you
became disabled, would you want her to divorce you because you
couldn’t provide for her?

It sounds like you might be looking for a loophole to justify
divorcing your wife. I respectfully urge you to close down
that search and open up a new one for a marriage counselor.

Cordially,

Sue Bohlin

© 2009 Probe Ministries

 

“How  Do  I  Recover  From  My
Husband’s  Adultery  with
Prostitutes?”
I have only been married four short years this December. I
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just  learned  my  husband  committed  adultery  on  at  least  2
occasions with a prostitute. He says he is sorry and wants to
salvage the marriage. I have conflicting emotions from moment
to moment. If we as Christians are supposed to forgive others
for their sins, why does God allow for divorce when a spouse
is unfaithful? I find it hard to believe that a marriage can
survive infidelity and I am wondering how one ever trusts
their spouse again after this type of betrayal? We are both
Christians.  He  was  saved  three  years  ago,  no  religious
upbringing.  We  do  not  have  a  Church  home  and  share  no
Christian friends. We sought counsel from a Christian and that
counselor  told  me  that  I  had  approximately  30  days  from
discovery to either remain, forgive and never speak of the
adultery  again  or  divorce.  He  says  that  the  30  days  is
biblical. I have never heard of this nor have I read it in the
Bible. I think if I choose to stay within the marriage it
should  be  based  on  my  spouses  behavior.  I  appreciate  any
information you may have and I thank you for your time.

I am so very, very sorry for the pain you are experiencing.
Your  conflicting  emotions  are  totally  normal  and  to  be
expected.

The  biggest  thing  you  need  to  know  is  that  there  is  a
difference between forgiving someone and trusting him again.
They are not the same. When we forgive, we release the other
person from our desire to exact revenge on them for hurting
us. We let go of their sin against us into God’s hands so that
He can deal with them. But broken trust is another matter; it
needs to be earned back, and that takes time. A good amount of
time, consisting of one faithful, responsible, caring choice
after another.

In order to understand God’s allowance for divorce, consider
what the Lord Jesus said in Matthew 19:8—”Moses permitted you
to divorce your wives because your hearts were hard. But it
was not this way from the beginning.” The Lord allows for
divorce as a matter of love and grace for the one being hurt



by a hard-hearted spouse. In the case of infidelity, when a
spouse is repentant and truly wants to mend the marriage,
God’s desire is that He glorify Himself in the marriage by
demonstrating His power and grace in the relationship.

There are many spouses who will attest to the fact that there
is indeed trust after betrayal if the unfaithful one truly
repents and commits to faithfulness. But it takes time, like I
said. Probably close to a year minimum.

I disagree with the 30-day ultimatum. I see nothing in the
Bible that says that. I do agree that if you choose to stay in
the marriage it would depend on whether your husband shows
remorse, demonstrates repentance, seeks accountability and is
willing for his whereabouts to be checked on at all times.
People  who  are  hiding  nothing  have  nothing  to  fear  from
accountability.

Here is a link to the Midlife Dimensions website, which offers
help  and  resources  for  dealing  with  an  affair:
www.midlife.com/html/resources/articles/category_affairs.htm.
I am concerned that you two are not plugged into a church home
and therefore do not have any support system. This is going to
make recovery unnecessarily difficult. I would hope that one
way your husband could show you he’s serious about mending
your marriage is to find a church home and get connected to
other people who will help support your marriage. God never
intended for us to be “Lone Ranger Christians.” His intent is
for us to be knitted into the body of Christ for support and
as a way to receive His various kinds of grace. You are
cheating yourself and yourselves to not be connected to an
important source of life and strength. I want to strongly
suggest that you make this a priority.

I hope you find this helpful.

Sue Bohlin

P.S.  You  might  also  poke  around  the  New  Life  website
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(www.newlife.com) and educate yourself on sex addiction. If it
were me, I would want to know what drove my husband to a
prostitute. I would also want to know if my actions played any
part in it. (For example, this is one reason the apostle Paul
tells married people not to deprive each other sexually.) It
sounds like you have an opportunity to each look at your own
“stuff” and see what you can both do to build the marriage, as
long as he’s serious about it.

© 2006 Probe Ministries

“Woman  Caught  in  Adultery
Story  Not  Found  in  Early
Manuscripts”
I’m interested in John 8:1-11. The notes in my NIV Bible say
that these verses are not found in early manuscripts, and I
was wondering what your thoughts are on this account of Jesus
and the woman caught in adultery.

Yes; you’re correct. The earliest and best manuscripts do not
contain this story. It was almost certainly not an original
part of John’s Gospel. Could it still be historical, though?
Perhaps. It would be an unusual instance of a story passed
down  orally  (and  later  included  in  John’s  Gospel)  that
actually goes back to Jesus. Of course, I don’t think we can
be dogmatic on this point. At most, I think we can say simply
that it may be historical.

W.  Hall  Harris  has  a  good  discussion  of  this  passage  at
Bible.org.
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Shalom in Christ,

Michael Gleghorn
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“Can the Truly Saved Commit
Such  Sins  as  Adultery  and
Murder?”
I wanted to ask if a truly saved person can fall into the sin
of fornication, adultery or murder…. Wouldn’t the Holy Spirit
deal with a truly saved person if he/she is tempted? Please
explain in detail. Thanks and God bless you!

Yes, a truly saved person can indeed fall prey to such sins. A
good  example  is  King  David.  He  was  truly  saved  and  yet
committed the grievous sins of adultery (2 Samuel 11:2-5) and
murder  (2  Samuel  11:6-17).  Because  of  his  sins,  God  sent
Nathan the prophet to rebuke David and he repented (2 Samuel
12:1-13). Nathan told David that the Lord had taken away his
sin, but that there would still be negative consequences for
it (2 Samuel 12:13-14).

It’s important to realize that, like believers today, David
was indwelt by the Holy Spirit. We know this because, in Psalm
51 (David’s psalm of repentance), He prays that the Lord will
not take His Holy Spirit away from him (see v. 11). Of course,
today believers are permanently indwelt by the Holy Spirit
(John 14:16-17), but this was not so in David’s day. Hence,
David’s request in Psalm 51:11.

Of course, the Holy Spirit will certainly convict us when we
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sinand it is God’s desire that we so depend on the Holy Spirit
that  we  do  not  sin  (Galatians  5:16-26).  Furthermore,  God
always provides a way of escape when we are tempted (1 Cor.
10:13). Thus, if we avail ourselves of God’s provision, and
rely on the Holy Spirit, we can resist our fleshly desires. We
need  not  fall  into  such  sins  as  fornication,  adultery  or
murder. And we need to be ever mindful, and appropriately
fearful, of future judgment (2 Cor. 5:11). But if we do sin,
we have an advocate who pleads the blood of Christ on our
behalf (1 John 2:1).

Shalom,

Michael Gleghorn
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“Can Cheaters Remarry Without
Living in Adultery?”
I want to know is oral sex adultery? My friend’s husband
cheated on her. She divorced him, but before she divorced him,
she had sex with another man. She is now divorced and wants to
marry the man she later cheated with. Is this ok? Or since
they  both  cheated,  can  they  remarry  without  living  in  a
continual state of adultery?

First question: Yes, oral sex is adultery. Oral sex is sex.
Having sex with a person when youre married to someone else is
adultery. So oral sex is adultery. (Here’s a question that
moves this question from the hypothetical to the real world:
Ask  anyone  who’s  married  how  they  would  feel  about  their
spouse  having  oral  sex  with  a  third  party,  and  if  it
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constitutes  cheating.  Most  people  [those  without  seared
consciences, at least!] would quickly assure you they wouldn’t
want  their  spouse  even  kissing  another  person,  much  less
getting far more intimate than that!)

Second question: Its not so much the living in a continual
state of adultery, but the permanent stain of having been
adulterers  that  can  never  go  away.  Both  people  would  be
marrying people who have demonstrated that they are cheaters.
Second marriages have an extremely high failure rate, but it’s
even higher for those that begin in adultery.

What a sad question. It makes my heart hurt. But Im glad you
asked.

Sue Bohlin

“Is  My  Husband’s  Cybersex
Grounds For Divorce?”
My husband has been having cyber sex. Sometimes there was a
camera on the other end. Is this biblical grounds for divorce?

Dear ________,

I am so sorry. What a horrible betrayal you are feeling!

I don’t know God’s definitive answer on this, but I do think
that cyber sex and webcams are high-tech ways of extending the
sins of lust and fantasy, which are mental and emotional sins
. . . but I don’t believe they cross the line of adultery.
Actual sex between two people has an effect of creating soul-
ties to each other that compromises the marriage covenant.
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I think the bigger issue is one of hard-heartedness. If you
have asked your husband not to engage in cyber sex and to get
rid of the camera, and he refuses because he wants what he
wants even if it means hurting you, then that’s the real
issue. What kind of marriage is it if one person makes self-
centered choices that insure the other will be hurt?

May I respectfully suggest you read Drs. John Townsend and
Henry Cloud’s excellent book Boundaries in Marriage for some
wisdom on what to do next. For example, I have a friend whose
husband refuses to stop going to a website where he can play
games and chat with other women, and he has fallen into at
least emotional affairs with a couple of them. She has said,
“As long as you won’t get rid of Pogo, you can do your own
laundry.”  This  way,  his  stubbornness  and  selfishness  are
costing him something.

Hope you find this helpful. Again, I am so sorry. My heart
hurts for you.

Sue Bohlin
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